From the Principal’s Desk

Back to the old days

We were informed a few days ago that on the 15th of next month Ergon energy will need to turn the power off to the school for the day to do some major repairs on the lines. This will of course mean we have no power at all for the day, which also means no water as we run on pumps. Please ensure your child has a water bottle on that day. We are also looking at the issue of no toilets either.

Not sure how to deal with this one, if anyone has any ideas please let me know. We can deal with having no power everywhere else, not sure about the toilets though. ???????

Cheers Andrew

Get started returns for round 2

The second round of the Queensland Government’s Get Started program is now open, offering vouchers worth up to $150 to help families pay membership fees for children to join a registered sport or recreation club.

Children with a parent or guardian who holds a health care or pension concession card are automatically eligible to apply, while other families will need to submit recommendations from two referral agents. Applications are processed on a first come, first served basis.


From the reading tent

The Mundubbera Community Development with the provision of the Reading Tent are putting a major focus on the importance of early literacy and reading with children.

Reading with Babies and children helps to build a good foundation to help children learn to read and write at school. Shared reading with parents and caregivers is one of the best ways to learn that books and reading are fun.

We are not trying to teach children to read before they are ready but want to support parents and caregivers to read with children and develop a love of books from an early age and with this in mind we have developed the ‘Reading Tent’.

We aim to provide a 45 minute experience whereby we read a book interactively with children and families, followed by 45 minutes of activities surrounding this chosen book. We also encourage family members to read to their children and give ideas about all forms of literacy, including rhyming, musicality and discussing books with children.

Tuckshop

Tuckshop menu this week will be a Chicken burger, packet of chips and LOL can. Cost $4. Orders and money due by Thursday.
Date Claimers

July

August
28th - Arts Council - Mundubbera

Tuckshop

Please have your money and orders in by

We are celebrating 100 years

Binjour Plateau State School Centenary, to be held on the 21st of September, 2013 at the Binjour School grounds, starting at 10am.

- Stalls
- Billy Tea
- Damper
- Bullocky Team Presentation
- Jumping Castles
- Giant Slides
- Face Painting

Everyone welcome for more information please contact Jasmine on 0418 720 832

READING TENT — Binjour Plateau State School

WHERE: Binjour Plateau State School

WHEN: Thursday 25th July 2013

TIME: 9:30 am until 11:00 am

WHO: Parents and Children aged 0-7, have fun whilst learning the importance of reading and early literacy with your children

For more information contact:
Mundubbera Community Development Association Inc
“Meeting the Needs of the Community”
69 Stuart Russell St, Mundubbera Qld 4626,
Ph: 41 654 690
I think we consider the luck of the early bird and not enough the bad luck of the early worm.

Franklin D. Roosevelt

1. How many rings on the Olympic Flag?
2. What colour is vermillion a shade of?
3. What colour is Spock’s blood?
4. Where in your body is your patella?
5. Who was the first man in space?
6. On television what was flipper?
7. Who starred as the Six Million Dollar Man?
8. In the song Waltzing Matilda—What is a Jumbuck?
9. What was given on the fourth day of Christmas?
10. What was Skippy (on TV)?
11. What does a funambulist do?
12. What is the name of Dennis the Menace’s dog?

Fun Facts with Jaycia

Nickname: Jaysh
My favourite colour: Purple
My favourite food: Wombok salad
My favourite animal is: Dolphin and seal
My favourite singer & song: D.J. Hava Brown/We Run the Night
My best subject at school is: English
On the weekend I like to: Do art

Answers

2013

A. The year 2013 uses four different digits. When did this last happen? **1987**

B. The digits in 2013 form a sequence (0, 1, 2, 3). When did this last happen (not necessarily the same digits)? **1432**

C. The digits in 2013 form a sequence (0, 1, 2, 3). When will this next happen (not necessarily the same digits)? **2031**

Brain Teaser

Can you complete the grid without forming a 3-In-A-Row of the same colour.

Each row and column has an equal number of Blue and White squares.
Do you have a child in year 4, 5 or 6?

In 2001 (over 12 years ago) the Government introduced the ‘Child Tax Offset’ and surprisingly many Australians did not know about it and have NOT claimed any benefits.

HAVE YOU MISSED OUT ON THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS?

If your child was born between 1 July 2001 and 30 June 2004 you may be eligible to receive up to $12,500 of entitlements.

The government has now put a deadline on this entitlement so please email childoffset@twelve.com.au to receive more information or call us on 9524 2744.
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